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Abstract— Formation of microgrids have been proposed as a
solution to improve grid reliability, and enable smoother
integration of renewables into the grid. Microgrids are sections
of the grid that can operate in isolation from the main power
system. Maintaining power balance within an islanded
microgrid is a challenging task, due to the low system inertia,
which requires complex control to maintain stable and
optimized operation. Many studies have demonstrated feasible
distributed microgrid controllers that can maintain microgrid
stability in grid connected and islanded modes. However, there
is little emphasis on how to implement these distributed
algorithms on a computational platform that allows for fast and
seamless deployment. This paper introduces a decentralized
software platform called Resilient Information Architecture
Platform for Smart Systems (RIAPS) that runs on processors
embedded with the microgrid component. As an example, we
describe the implementation of a distributed microgrid
secondary control and resynchronization algorithms on RIAPS
platform. The controller developed on RIAPS platform is
validated on a real-time microgrid testbed.
Index Terms—Microgrid, RIAPS platform, Distributed
algorithm, Hierarchical control, Resynchronization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Microgrid controllers enable microgrid a smooth transition
between grid-connected and islanded modes [1, 2].
Conventionally, hierarchical control ensures appropriate
system operation and successful disconnection from main grid
[3]. A synchronization algorithm limits the inrush current at
point of common coupling (PCC), when the islanded
microgrid reconnects to the main grid [4-6].
Currently, most commercial solutions for microgrid
control use centralized approaches [7], where a microgrid
centralized controller (MCC) uses a master-slave control
approach. All the controllable resources have direct
communication links to the centralized controller, which
presents a single point of failure and possibly a slow system
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response if the communication channels are overtasked. To
overcome the well-documented limitations brought by MCC,
microgrid control approaches are transitioning from
centralized to decentralized [8, 9]. Distributed control
approach equips all the controllable resources with decisionmaking and plug-and-play capability, thus eliminating risk of
single point failure.
Despite the vast literature on distributed microgrid control
that handles specific issues in microgrid operation, little effort
has been made to develop a platform to provide key
capabilities to build and realize microgrid control
applications. The platform should be able to handle microgrid
operations with interacting software programs, deployed on
devices across the network and solve problems
collaboratively. Another requirement of this platform is that it
should be capable of deploying and running applications that
may use different communication and computational
algorithms, and may be deployed on different components
within the microgrid.
This paper gives an overview of the Resilient
Information Architecture Platform for the Smart Grid
(RIAPS) designed to address the needs of deploying
distributed microgrid applications. We present an
implementation of a couple of basic functions of a distributed
microgrid controller, namely voltage and frequency
regulation in islanded mode, and microgrid synchronization.
We describe the algorithms, and present implementation
details on the RIAPS platform.
II.

RIAPS SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

RIAPS is a platform created for distributed computing. It
facilitates distributed application implementation across a
multitude of computing nodes. The advantages of the
distributed computing in the context of the microgrid
application include: (1) improved cyber and physical
reliability by removing single point of failures; (2) faster

decision making by avoiding network penalties due to roundtrip to the cloud; (3) improved scalability; and (4) better
integration with hierarchical control systems. In RIAPS, each
node has access to local measurements and actuators. The
information exchange between nodes is handled as an
inherent part as RIAPS platform.
The uniqueness of the RIAPS platform is that it provides
a number advanced, distributed application services, without
requiring the application developer to handle the low-level
networking implementation details. Specifically the platform
delivers a number of services that are orthogonal to the
domain-specific application logic including: (1) time
synchronization, (2) messaging middleware, (3) consensus
and coordination mechanisms, (4) discovery and deployment
mechanisms, (5) fault-detection and recovery mechanisms,
and (6) distributed security mechanisms. Additional
implementation details about RIAPS platform are introduced
in [10].
Distributed control algorithms, called applications in
RIAPS parlance, are deployed on the platform from a single
control node, allowing for simple application deployment.
Each application consists of components that run
concurrently on one node and in parallel on many nodes.
RIAPS platform distributes the application automatically to
the nodes through a distributed middleware framework
implemented using ZeroMQ (see Fig. 1). Beaglebone black
(BBB) ARM board is selected as the hardware for the RIAPS
nodes because of its low cost, high computational power and
open-source nature.
Components on different nodes can exchange information
in various ways defined by the RIAPS platform such as
request-reply and publish-subscribe, and others. The
underlying communication utilizes the ZeroMQ middleware.
Communication interfacing RIAPS nodes with other
components and controllers is implemented as a library. A
few examples, used in the application described in this work,
include Modbus and IEEE C37.118.2 synchrophasor data
transfer protocol.
For distributed microgrid control, several challenges have
to be overcome. First, the devices may be distributed over a
wide geological range. The software program deployment
and communication link should cover the same range.
Second, the control bandwidth should be high because the
inertia of a microgrid is much smaller compared with the
conventional power system. Third, synchronization between
devices should be accurate enough as unsynchronized data

may cause the system to be unstable. In this paper, we
demonstrate how the RIAPS platform addresses these
challenges.
III.

MICROGRID CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION USING
RIAPS

A. Microgrid Structure
Microgrid consists of several DGs and distributed loads.
Fig. 2 shows a simplified microgrid structure used in this
paper.
When islanded, DGs will be used to balance power
generation and consumption. Inverter-based DGs in
microgrid can be modeled as Voltage Source Converter
(VSC). There are two types of control strategies applied to
VSCs: 1) current control mode (CCM) and 2) voltage control
mode (VCM). VSC-CCM units are usually used to interface
renewable sources that are intermittent and uncontrollable
like solar or wind. VSC-CCM units will be synchronized with
microgrid by local phase-lock loop (PLL) and inject
generated power. Because of the nature of such sources, there
are limited controllability upon VSC-CCM units. Unlike
VSC-CCM unit, VSC-VCM units are used to interface
resources that are sustained and controllable like battery and
generator. VCM-VSC units are used to provide power
balance and voltage support when microgrid is islanded.
Droop control is usually applied in all the VCM-VSC units to
provide power balance.
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Figure 3. Droop Controlled VCM-VSC Structure

A general control structure for VCM-VSC is shown in
Fig. 3.
B. Microgrid Secondary Control and Implementation
Due to the nature of primary droop control, any power
imbalance within the microgrid before islanding will lead to
frequency and voltage deviation when microgrid is
disconnected from main grid. Secondary control is introduced
to remove such deviations [3]. Conventionally, secondary
control is done using Automatic Generation Control (AGC),
which is a slow and centralized control approach. A lot of
works have been done on achieving secondary control in
distributed ways for islanded microgrid [11-13].
Unfortunately, few have been able to implement their
developed algorithms under hardware level.
In this paper, the distributed-averaging proportionalintegral (DAPI) controller [13][14] is adopted. It is developed
using RIAPS platform and implemented on all the VSCVCM units. The DAPI frequency controller is shown below:
ω = ω * − mi Pi + Ωi
(1a)
n
d Ωi
= −(ω − ω * ) −  aij (Ωi − Ω j )
(1b)
dt
j =1
where Ωi is the frequency secondary control variable, mi
presents active power- frequency droop gain and ω * presents
rated frequency. Equation (1a) is a standard droop controller
with additional secondary control regulation Ωi . In (1b), ki is
a positive controller gain, and A = {aij } presents the system
communication topology: aij = 1 indicates a valid
communication link between node i and node j and aij = 0
indicates no information exchange between node i and node j.
The DAPI voltage controller is shown below:
Ei = E * − ni Qi + ei
(2a)
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where ei is the voltage secondary control variable, ni
*

presents reactive power- voltage droop gain and E presents
rated voltage. Equation (2a) is a standard droop controller
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where t is the designed update iterative step.
Based on (3), local measurement ω and E are needed in
the secondary control algorithm. The local measurements are
sent from each DG to its associated RIAPS node. Once this
measurement is available, a RIAPS component Sensor will
time stamp it and forward to a second RIAPS component
Averager.
In Averager this measurement will be packed as Node
Data message together with timestamp and the control
command Ω k +1 from the last time step. Node Data will be
published across the RIAPS network via a publish port. In
Averager a subscribe port subscribes Node Data. Therefore,
component Averager can received the Node Data messages
from other nodes while publish its own. This is conveniently
realized by RIAPS platform since the logic on all nodes is the
same. Since the TCP/IP backbone is used in the system
demonstration, it is safe to assume that communication link
exits between any two nodes.
After Averager receives the Node Data from all nodes, it
uses the equation (3) to calculate the new control
commands Ω k . This algorithm is called by a clock port every
20 ms. As a standard port in RIAPS, the time step of a clock
port can be easily configured to best suit the algorithm.
The new control commands Ω k then are sent to the
inverter to modify the droop curve. They are packed into the
Node Data as they are needed for the next time step. Fig. 4
shows the DAPI controller implementation in RIAPS.
C. Microgrid Resynchronization and Implementation
Secondary control can synchronize microgrid frequency
and voltage with main grid, but to have islanded microgrid
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Figure 4. DAPI controller implementation in RIAPS

reconnected to main grid, synchronization of voltage phase on
both sides of PCC are also needed. Microgrid
resynchronization is usually done by a single VSC-VCM unit
to minimize the natural conflict between phase regulation and
frequency regulation [4]. The resynchronization VSC-VCM
unit can be static or selected dynamically. Different
approaches have been proposed for phase regulation [14-16].
Assume that before resynchronization, the frequency and
voltage of islanded microgrid have already been regulated by
secondary control, the resynchronization controller is
developed as:

ω = ω * − mi Pi + Ri

(4a)

kI
)(θ G − θ I )
(4b)
s
where Ri is the resynchronization correction signal, k P and k I
are the designed PI controller gains, θG and θ I are the
voltage phase measured at main grid side and islanded
microgrid side of PCC, respectively. Phase difference θG − θ I
will be measured by PCC relay and sent to the designated
resynchronization VSC-VCM unit. Once the voltage phasor
difference falls in the predefined criteria, PCC relay will
automatically reclose. Resynchronization controller presented
in (4) is implemented locally in each available VSC-VCM
unit. Work flow of the proposed resynchronization procedure
is shown in Fig. 5.
Ri = (k P +

list is implemented to determine the resynchronization DG
when more than one DG are available. The priority list is
based criteria such as the power rating of the DGs and their
distance to PCC. According to the priority list, the DG with
the highest priority among the available DGs will be selected
as the resynchronization DG. Fig. 6 shows the implementation
of resynchronization DG assignation in RIAPS.
Once the resynchronization DG is selected, the result will
publish
across
RIAPS
network
under
message
Resynchronization Selection. The data logger subscribes
Resynchronization Selection to record the resynchronization
process.
IV.

To further prove the outstanding features of RIAPS
platform, microgrid secondary control and resynchronization
procedure presented in previous section are implemented on
hardware testbed. A real-time microgrid testbed is developed
in Opal-RT. A SEL-451 relay is implemented with Opal-RT
to provide Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulation. RIAPS
nodes are associated with important devices such as relay,
DGs and loads. Fig. 7 shows the photograph of hardware
implementation.
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Figure 5. Resynchronization Workflow

As only one DG will act as the resynchronization DG, a
distributed assignation algorithm is implemented to select the
resynchronization DG.
If one DG can serve as the resynchronization DG, it will
send a resynchronization availability signal to its RIAPS node.
Upon receiving this signal, a component Resynchronizer will
pack it as Resynchronization Data message with timestamp.
Then, a publish port of Resynchronizer publishes this
message. At the same time Resynchronization Data is
subscribed by a subscribe port of Resynchronizer. This way
Resynchronizer on one node can receive the
resynchronization availability status of any nodes. A priority
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Figure 6. Resynchronization DG assignation implementation in RIAPS

Figure 7. Photograph of Hardware Implementation

A. Microgrid Testbed Specification
The microgrid testbed structure is presented in Fig. 2.
Three different types of RIAPS node are presented: RIAPS
protection node, RIAPS load node and RIAPS Distributed
Energy Resource (DER) node. In this case study, only
protection node in PCC relay and DER node in ESS will be
involved. Each ESS is associated with one BBB. The relay
also has a dedicated BBB. An additional BBB is introduced
for data logging. The BBBs, relay and Opal-RT simulator are
connected to the same network.

(a)

Data Sets Collected in Opal-RT

The Energy Storage System (ESS) are modeled as VSCVCM unit and PV farm is modeled as VSC-CCM. Dynamic
load model proposed by Lincoln Lab is adopted [17]. Relay
HIL simulation is achieved in the following way: PCC relay is
modeled as breaker in Opal-RT and controlled by SEL relay.
The simulated three phase voltages will be sent from Opal-RT
to SEL relay in real-time. SEL relay reads the voltage
measurement and operates accordingly. The status of SEL
relay (close/trip) can be captured and sent to Opal-RT.
Communication between Opal-RT and SEL relay is achieved
by analog signal.
B. Simulation Results
This case study presents how to have the islanded
microgrid reconnected to main grid through RIAPS platform.
Data sets sampled in Opal-RT are: voltage magnitude and
phase difference at both sides of PCC, microgrid frequency
and PCC breaker status (1 means close and 0 means open).
Data sets sampled in RIAPS data logger are: voltage
magnitude and phase difference at both sides of PCC,
resynchronization availability of both ESS1 and ESS2. The
results are shown in Fig. 8:

(b)

Data Sets Collected in RIAPS Data Logger
Figure 8. Simulation Results

Microgrid is originally grid-connected. At T1, PCC
breaker is manually opened and microgrid is islanded. After
the transients, the deviation introduced by droop control on

both microgrid frequency and voltage can be observed.
Absolute PCC voltage phase difference keeps increasing
because of the frequency deviation.
At T2, secondary control is enabled for all the ESSs.
Voltage and frequency steady state errors are then quickly
eliminated. PCC voltage phase difference remains relatively
constant at some non-zero value. Islanded microgrid at this
state cannot be reconnected to main grid.
At T3, resynchronization procedure starts. At first ESS1 is
available to serve as the resynchronization DG while ESS 2
not. Therefore, the resynchronization assignation algorithm
selects ESS1 as the resynchronization DG (‘1’ means enabled
and ‘0’ means disabled). Then, ESS2 also sends
resynchronization availability signal to its RIAPS node. The
resynchronization assignation algorithm then selects ESS2 as
the resynchronization DG because ESS2 has higher priority,
which in this specific case, is because ESS2 is closer to PCC.
As ESS2 is selected, the status of ESS1 changes back to zero
while the status of ESS2 remains one. After a predefine
assignation window during which DG’s availability signal can
change, the resynchronization assignation is finalized. ESS2 is
selected as the resynchronization DG. It starts the
resynchronization algorithm based on the measurements from
the relay node. Absolute PCC voltage phase difference then
starts to reduce.
At T4, the voltage phasor difference falls in the SEL relay
pre-defined auto-reclose criteria. PCC breaker recloses and the
microgrid is reconnected to the grid.
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